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B00R1074  Lightsaber™ BBQ Tongs  
The circle is now complete: here are Darth Vader inspired barbeque tongs, perfect for turning your 
meat to the Dark Side. The tongs are shaped just like Vader’s famous weapon with a heatproof plastic 
handle, metal tongs and red storage case. They also feature classic Lightsaber sound effects  
so you can rule the barbecue as well as the galaxy. Impressive... most impressive.
Pack Size 6 / 18 
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B00R1081  Death Star™ Worktop Saver
That’s no moon...it’s a Death Star worktop saver! Made from toughened glass with  
non-slip rubber feet, this is a hygienic, odour and stain resistant kitchen work surface, 
that can also be used as a trivet to protect your table from heat  / water damage.  
It is ideal for food preparation and presentation.
Pack Size 6 / 18

NEW

B00R1077  Millennium Falcon™ Chopping Board 
...it’s the chopping board that made the Kessel Run  
in twelve parsecs...
The Millennium Falcon chopping board is a kitchen  
cutting surface inspired by the fastest ship in the galaxy. 
Made from acrylic it is easy to clean, will not blunt your 
knives and is dishwasher safe. She may not look like 
much, but she’s got it where it counts.
Pack Size 6 / 18

NEW
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B00R1076  X-Wing™ Knife Block
The Force is strong in the kitchen...The X-Wing knife block holds a set of five high-quality 
kitchen knives in the style of the legendary fighter of the Rebel Alliance. The knives include 
a cook’s knife, bread knife, carving knife, utility knife and a paring knife. They have excellent 
strength, durability and a long-lasting cutting edge. Use them to slice and dice vegetables, 
meat, fish and more but above all, remember to trust your feelings.
Pack Size 1 / 2
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Imperial Mugs  
A set of mugs from the Death Star canteen. 
Choose from Darth Vader, Boba Fett, The 
Emperor or a Stormtrooper and enjoy a hot 
drink after a hard day’s ruling the galaxy.
Pack Size 4 / 24

B03R1073  EmperorB01R1073  Boba Fett™

B04R1073  Stormtrooper™B02R1073  Darth Vader™
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B00R1072  Star Wars™ Espresso Cups
A gift-boxed set of four miniaturised mugs from the Death Star canteen, perfectly 
sized for an espresso shot. For coffee lovers who like their drink on the dark side.
Pack Size 6 / 24

B00R1071  Droid™ Salt & Pepper Shakers  
These are the droids you’re looking for! The R2 salt 
and pepper shakers are in prime condition. Put them 
on your dining table to add a Star Wars flavor to every 
mealtime. Use R2-D2 for salt and R2-Q5 for pepper.
Pack Size 6 / 24

B00R1079  R2-D2™ Egg Cup
This little droid has carried some 
of the most important messages 
in galactic history, and now let 
him carry a little something for 
you. Lift the dome and rest your 
egg on R2-D2’s body.  
It’s the perfect accessory  
for a Star Wars breakfast.
Pack Size 6 / 24
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B00R1078  R2-D2™ Kitchen Timer  
Whether counting down to dinner time, or tracking the approach of 
the Death Star, this little Astromech Droid will be your accurate kitchen 
assistant. Set R2-D2’s dome to the time you require for your tasks, and the 
alarm will ring when the countdown reaches zero.
Pack Size 6 / 24

NEW
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B00R1069  Feel the Force Mug  
Use the Force to create a swirling vortex in your drink. Simply press the 
button on the handle and let the power of the Force do the rest!
Pack Size 6 / 48

B00R1070  Stacking Mugs 
Set of three mugs that stack to create Luke Skywalker, Han Solo  
and a Stormtrooper. Pivot the mugs around to create new character 
combinations, like disguising Luke and Han as a Stormtrooper –  
ready to rescue Princess Leia!
Pack Size 4 / 8
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B00R1075  TIE Fighter™ Nutcracker  
Crush nuts like you would crush the Rebel Alliance. This nutcracker is 
styled after Darth Vader’s personal TIE Fighter. Place the nut in the center 
and twist the wings to crack it open. But remember, the ability to destroy 
a nut is insignificant next to the power of the Force.
Pack Size 4 / 12

NEW




